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HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNT nooxs which survive  from  the Middle Ages, and there are
several  which have  appeared  in  printed  editions, show  a  fascinating picture  of a
side  of  medieval  life not  often  examined in detail today. The  study of  medieval
cookery is coming into its own and  people  nowadays are  more  used  to curries,
sweet-and-sour  and  other  oriental  dishes  and do not  make  the mistake of judging
well-spiced medieval  recipes as ‘revolting to  modern taste." The  spices used  in
The  Fame  of Cury and  other  medieval  recipe  books can be identified in
contemporary household accounts.  Many of  them  can be obtained now in
specialist food  shops, while  others  have been continuously available  since
medieval  (or  indeed  Roman) times. Dishes  familiar  to the Yorkist Kings and
nobility can  thus  be  reproduced  with  some accuracy, always bearing in mind that
quantities are hardly ever  stated  in the old cookery books  and their terminology is
sometimes  confusing.

The  spices used  in the fifteenth century came from as far  afield  as exploration
had  then  reached. From  south-east China came  canel, galingale  (related  to ginger)
and ginger  itself, which  last  was  also  found in India and Ceylon, along with
cinnamon, zedoary, pepper  and  long pepper; from  Java came  cubebs, from the
Molucca Islands  cloves, nutmegs and mace, from  West  Africa  the exotic-
sounding grains of  paradise.  Other  condiments  treated as  spices  came from nearer
home.  Anise  or  aniseed, coriander, liquorice, fennel and  mustard  could all be  ,
grown in  Europe.  The  Arabs  had  taken' some  Middle-Eastern crops  to Spain,
which by the fifteenth  century exported almonds and  rice  in  enormous  quantities,
as  well  as sugar and saffron. These four commodities, being expensive  imports,
generally appear  on the  spice  account and not with the  more  ordinary food
purchases.  Indian and  Chinese  ships cam'ed their  cargoes of spices to the Arabian
ports, especially Aden, whence  they were transported  to Alexandria and onward
to  Italy.  The Venetian and Genocse dealers  sent the  spices  over  land  to the fairs of
Northern  France  and  Flanders, or  took them  in galleys through the Pillars of
Hercules and up the English Channel to Southampton and London. Portuguese
ships had the  West  African trade, and, after their exploration in the 14805, also
broke the Venetian hold on the Indo-Chinese  spice trade.

On arrival at English  ports  the  spices, which had  travelled  perhaps thousands
of miles and  passed  through the hands of several middlemen, had to be ‘garbled’
or  cleansed  and  made  fit for retail sale. The office of garbler was a  royal
appointment, which in London had been delegated to the Mayor, citizens and
commonalty.  Their appointee under Edward IV was  John Stokes, citizen  and
grocer  of London, who  carried  out his task so  well  that importers whose cargoes
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underwent  too searching an examination in the  port  of London  took  them instead
to Sandwich or Southampton,  where  standards  were lower.  As  a  result  in 1480
John Stokes  was appointed garbler at  these ports  also, and the  warrant  gives the
formidable list of  spices, medicines, perfumes  and  other  commodities which  came
under  his jurisdiction: ‘anise, cumin,  worm-seed,  wax, alum, grains of paradise,
ginger, cloves, mace, cinnamon, galingale,  rhubarb,  scammony, spikcnard,  senna,
turpentine, dyers grains, zedoary, almonds,  rice,  dates, euphorbium,  stavesacre,
cassia fistula, nutmeg, long pepper, mastic,  frankincense and other  spices  and
drugs.’2 The  Grocers’ Company, which also included apothecaries,  took  charge of
the  trade, selling the  spices  and drugs in  London  and, through agents, at fairs such
as Stourbridge.

One of the  earliest spice accounts  surviving dates from  1265  and is  from  the
household  roll  of  Eleanor, Countess of  Leicester, wife of Simon de Montfort and
sister  of  Henry III. Fourteen items appear on this  roll  as  spices.  In addition to
pepper, cane], cloves, ginger, saffron, galingale,  zedoary,  cumin,  anise  and fennel,
it included rice, almonds, sugar and ‘whitc powder’, a  name  for  a  ready-made
spice  mixture  whose  ingredients  varied  at times but which is  here  specified  as
containing mace.  At Christmas 1264 the household  consumed  60 lb  almonds,  6  lb
ginger, 8  lb  pepper, 6 lb cane],  1  lb saffron,  1  lb cloves, 12 lb sugar, 6 lb white
powder  with mace, at  a  total  cost  of £5 13s 5d (which was not paid until the
Saturday after  Easter).’ The largc_amount of  almonds  may be noted. In the  seven-
month  period  covered  by the roll the  Countess  bought a  further  220 lb, together
with 110 lb  more  rice.  These  two commodities, rice and  almonds,  were  an
important  feature  of medieval housekeeping. In 1328  a  Swedish  nobleman’s
supplies  for one year, bought from  a  German merchant,  included 105 lb  rice  and
90 lb almonds, but only 6 lb  pepper  and  similar  amounts of ginger, galingale,
aniseed  and sugar and a  mere  11,- lb  saffron, 1  lb cinnamon and 4- lb grains of
paradise.‘ In 1289-90  Richard  de Swinfield, Bishop of  Hereford,  bought a
staggering 393 lb  almonds,  101 lb sugar and 78 lb ginger, as  well  as much smaller
quantities of  other  spices  (amount  of rice not mentioned).’ Apart  from  garnishes
of fried, flaked  or  chopped almonds, the nuts  were  widely used  to  make  almond
milk and  almond  butter, non-animal substitutes which  were  much used in  Lent
(especially on Good  Friday).  Many medieval  recipes call for  almonds  or almond
milk. Their popularity waned  in the  later  sixteenth  century, perhaps  because of a
steep rise in  price. From  the thirteenth century onwards, until the  1530s, domestic
account rolls show the  usual  price  of  almonds  was 2d or 3d a  pound  (when sugar,
for example, cost  around  7d a pound and saffron, considered essential for  very
many dishes, anything from  85 to 23s a  pound).  Then, by the  1590s,  their  price
had  n'sen  to  about  ls 6d a  pound, where it remained for the  next three  hundred
years  or so. The price of  rice  remained constant, from 2d to 4d throughout the
medieval  period  and  afterwards.  The fall in its popularity may be tentatively
attributed  to the change in  food  habits brought  about  by the increased use of table
forks  during the sixteenth and  seventeenth  centuries.  Thickened medieval
‘pottages’ (using rice  in large  quantities) eaten with  a  spoon, were  then gradually
replaced by knife and  fork  foods.

The  precise  identifies of  spices  used  in the  Middle  Ages are sometimes
difficult to  ascertain. Household  accounts  were  often  written  in Latin, which leads
to translation  problems in such a specialised  field. Even  in  English, similar  tasting
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spices  are often referred to by the  same name.  Two  spices very  frequently
confused  are  cane]  and  cinnamon.  Both are the  dried  bark  from trees of the laurel
family, but cinnamon has the  more  subtle taste, and is the  inner  bark from young
shoots of  Cinnamomum zeylanicum,  from  Ceylon  and South India,  while  canel is
coarser  bark  from  Cinnamomum cassia,  indigenous to Burma and South-east
China.  Cane] is  more  often known  today as cassia or cassia lignea; cassia  buds,
the dried unripened fruits,  were  known in  medieval  times as ‘flor de canelle’, ‘floer
de queynel’ or  some  similar  name.  (To confuse  present  day writers  even  more
there  is  also  canella alba,  but this is native to the West Indies and was only
introduced to  Britain  in the  seventeenth century.) Cane] was sold at about Is a
pound, but true cinnamon cost three or  four times  that.

Several  spices were  of the family Zingiberaceae,  including ginger,  galingale,
grains of  paradise, zedoary and  turmeric. Ginger  was used in Britain  before  the
Norman Conquest  and has  remained  popular, but galingale, zedoary and grains
fell  out of use  after  the sixteenth century. Turmeric was  used  chiefly as a food-
colour. As the name  implies, grains are the  seeds  from their plant, but the  others
are all  from  the  dried rhizomes.  The genus  Piperaceae  or  peppers  provided several
spices.“ Pepper itself  was  much  used in  medieval  households, often being bought
in  larger  quantities than any other of the  true  spices.  Its price remained
remarkably constant, in absolute  terms, from around 10d a  pound  in the
thirteenth  century, ls 4d by the beginning of the sixteenth, and ls 6d or 2s from
then  on. (Quite  _often, prices  varied  much  more, being affected by the activities of
pirates  in the Mediterranean, storms  at sea, and  disturbances  at  home  or in any
one of the countries through which the cargoes of  spices had to  pass.) The most
popular  of the  peppers  was black  pepper  @iper nigrum);  another was  piper
cubeba  or  cubebs which, like  peppercorns, are the dried  unripe  fruits of the plant.
There  was also long pepper  (fruits l-l-,L inches long) which was  once considered  to
have a  finer  flavour than  black pepper  and was an  essential  ingredient of
hippocras, the medieval spiced wine.

Nutmeg, cloveé  and  mace  are the  spices par  excellence,  and the  last  two  were
highly valued  in the  Middle Ages, literally so, indeed, for  cloves cost about  85 a
pound  and  mace  anything from  8s to 105 a pound in this period. Nutmeg was,
strangely,  not  much  used  in  England until  the sixteenth century and later.
Strangely, because  nutmeg and  mace come  from the  same  plant, the nutmeg being
the kernel, and  mace  the  husk  surrounding the nut. It was sometimes bought, but
in  ounces rather than  pounds  at  a  time.  Mace and cloves were often bought mixed
together, at nine or ten shillings  a  pound. It was not until the late eighteenth
century that the nutmeg and  clove  trees were grown elsewhere than the Molucca
Islands, whose  possession before  then, successively by the Portuguese and the
Dutch, guaranteed  a monopoly in  these  lucrative  commodities.

Another  group of  spices  could be grown in  Europe, though they needed a
good summer  before  their fruits  would  ripen in England. Among these  were  anise
(and  the similar-tasting fennel), coriander  and cumin. All four are  seeds from
different  plants  of the genus  Umbelliferae  but anise and  cumin  were often both
referred  to as  ‘sweet  cumin,’ while cumin was  sometimes  also  called  ‘anise acre’, a
fruitful source  of  confusion.  Their  prices reflected  the  lower transport  costs, at 2d
to 4d  a  pound  each, in the  fifteenth century.

Far  more  important than these, or  almost  any other  spice, was the colouring
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spice, saffron.  It was  used, no doubt in very small quantities, in very many
medieval  recipes, for its golden  colour  and fine fragrance. It  usually cost about
14s  a  pound, this high  price  being a result  of its taking the stigmas  (hand  picked)
from  about  four  and  a  half thousand crocus  flowers  to  make  one  ounce  of  saffron.
Other  popular  food  colourants were  red  sanders, from an unscented variety of
sandalwood; alkanet, also  red; and  turnsole  which gave a  purple.  Red was
considered  a  suitable  colour for winter  dishes.  White or  pale foods  were
sometimes  coloured half yellow and half green, parsley juice providing the latter.

Sugar  came  to  play an increasingly larger  part in the eating habits of English
people  in the sixteenth century and  later, but in  medieval  times it was  used  more
as  a  condiment than an  active  sweetener. In 1511-12  Henry Percy, fifth  Earl  of
Northumberland, reckoned on  a  sugar  consumption of  180% lb for his  household
of 166  persons, an  average  of  just over 1  lb per  person  over  the  year.  The sugar
was  supplied  in  loaves  and was  ground  down  to the  required  fineness  for mixing or
for sprinkling (called ‘flourishing’) on completed  dishes.  Anise, coriander and
caraway seeds  were  coated with  sugar to  make  confects or  comfits, which  were
eaten  as  part  of the  last course  at  dinners  or  used in puddings.  More important  as
a  source  of  sugar  were  honey and dried fruits, the  latter  being used  in vast
quantities  in  meat  dishes as  well  as  sweeter confections.  Dates, figs, currants
(‘raisins of Corinth’), raisins  (‘raisins  of the sun’) and  prunes were imported  from
the Mediterranean  area, especially Greece  and southern  Spain.  Their  prices varied
little in the  medieval  period, although calculations of  price  are sometimes difficult
because  figs and raisins, in particular, were often  supplied in  such  indeterminate
measures as barrels, frails, topes  and  topnetts.  Most  of the dried fruits  cost about
lJz-d or 2d  a  pound, but  dates  were  5d or 6d a  pound.  Margaret  Paston expected  to
pay 105 for ‘iiij sugar lofis, ich of  them  of iij IL, and iiij [L of  datis  if thei be newe.”
This  would  give  a  price  for  sugar  of 8d  a  pound, and 6d a  pound  for the  dates,
which  seems  about  average for the mid fifteenth century.

Poor  conditions  during transport  and  storage, and deliberate adulteration,
must often  have  caused  some loss  of quality and  flavour.  In the few medieval
recipes  which  state  quantities the  spices  are  perhaps  used lavishly, though of
course they need  not  have been  in  every other  case.  It was generally left to the
cook's  discretion.  One dish for eighty people  called  for  4  oz minced ginger, 8  oz
cinnamon, 2  oz  cloves, and  2  oz  powdered  ginger. The spiciness of  food  is, after
all, a  matter  of  taste.  The weights of  spices  bought each  year  for  noble  households
or monastic  establishments can be obtained from their account books, but again,
if the  number  of  persons which had to be catered for is not known it is difficult to
estimate  intensity of spicing.  A  comparison  between  the amounts of  each spice
bought, as a guide to their relative popularity, is also tricky, when  rents were
sometimes  paid in  pounds  of  pepper,  cumin or  other  commodities, and when
over-buying in one accounting year  could  lead  to under-buying in the  next.

A  noble household’s  use of  spices  is  seen  in  context  in the Northumberland
Household  Book, drawn up by the fifth  Earl  in 15] 1. We find that he  expected to
provide  for  over  fifty guests  each  day of the  year  as well as the 166 resident
members of the household; together  they would  consume 236  quarters of wheat  (a
quarter  being 28 lb), 143  carcasses  of  beef,  66 of mutton, and  numbers  of  lambs,
pigs, calves,  stockfish, herrings and  other  fish.  For the  preparation  of these  the
yearly provision of  spices was  50-3- lb  pepper (16d  a  lb), 180]!)  currants (2d  a  lb),
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131% lb  prunes (  l-;-d a lb), 21% lb ginger (4s  a  lb), 6 lb  mace, 3% lb  cloves (8s  a  lb,
with  mace), 180-} lb sugar (4%d  a  lb),  171}- lb cinnamon, 132 lb  almonds,  30 lb
dates  (5d a lb), 1% lb nutmegs, 7 lb grains (12d a lb), 10-;- lb  turnsole  (25 a  lb),  10 lb
sanders  (35 4d  a  lb), 3-,L lb  anise powder, 19 1b rice, 19% lb  comfits, -} 1b  galingale, g-
lb long pepper, 2  lb blanch  powder  (12d 21 lb) and  3  lb saffron  (13s  4d a  lb).
Commodities bought  separately were  four  coppetts  of figs and  four  of  great
raisins, each  at 20d the  coppett, a  barrel  and  a  half  of  honey at 22s the  barrel, 16%
quarters  of  salt  at 4s the quarter, and enough mustard to  make  160  gallons,
costing 2%d the gallon.“ Even  if the  spices were  used only for  dishes  for the higher
ranking members  of the household and  guests  it  does  not  seem  an  excessive
allowance, for the large  amount  of  meat  and fish.

Finally the following recipes  from the fifteenth century may be of  interest  to
illustrate the  medieval  use of  spices. The  first  is from  a  manuscript  of the 14805
or ’905; the  second dates  from  about  1420.

‘To make  a  stew  of flesch. Yf thy potte  be iiij gallons  do yn  a  quarte  of  wyn,
take  fayre befe  of the  fore  loyne or of the  hynder  and  mynsittt  (mince  it) and  take
gode  capons  with all; take  pepur  and  gode  poder  of cannell  and  gyngere  and
rasyns  of Corance, clowse, maces, saferon  and  saunders, take  therto onyons,
parcelly, sage, rosemary, tyme, ysope, saffery, hony clarefyed and  a  quantite  of
bryssyd  almondys  and put  ther  to and boy" hit up, but thow  nedys  to  have  a  fayre
(fire) of  colys  for byrnyng and not to grete  a  fyre but  small  sokyng fyre  and sokyd
well  in the stewyng and  loke  thy pott  be  well  koverd  that the hete go not  owte  in
no  wyse, and thus  stew  all  maner flesch.”

‘A flaune of Almayne.  First  take  raysins  of coraunce, or  elles  other fressh
reysins, and  gode  ripe peres  or  elles  gode  appuls, and  pyke  out the  cakes  of hem,
and  pare  horn and grinde  hom, and the reysins, in  a  clene morter, and do  then  to
hem  a  lytel  swete creme  of  mylk, and  streyne  hom thurgh  a  clene streynour, and
take x  egges or as many mo as wol  suffice, and  bete  hom wel  togedur, bothe  the
qte and  yolke, and  draw  hit thurgh a streynour, and  grate fair  qte  bred  and
do  ther  to a gode quantitie, and  more swete  crem, and do  therto, and do al  this
togedur; and take  saffron.  and  pouder  of ginger, and  canel, and do  therto, and  a
lytel  salt  and  a  quantite of faire  swete  buttur, and make a  faire coffyn  or two or as
many as  needes, and  bake  hom  a  lytel  in an  oven, and do this  bature  in  horn, and
let  bake  hom as  thow  woldes  bake  flaunes, or  crustades, and when  they byn  baken
ynogh  strawe upon  hom  pouder  of cane]  and of qte  sugur; and this is  a  gode
maner  of  crustade."°
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